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INTRODUCTION
All elementary teachers of the intermediate and upper elemen-
tary grades have experienced difficulties in teaching pupils because
a percentage of the pupils have had reading abilities lover than
their grade level. This difficulty has become evident particularily
when teaching any of the content subjects. Among the content sub-
jects social studies has always presented the greatest difficulties
because of the high verbal content.
Authorities in the fields of reading and social studies have
recognized the problem of meeting the lower level reading abilities,
but their recommendations in regard to rewriting generally have been
limited to suggesting that teachers rewrite text and supplementary
material for the pupils with lower level reading abilities. Unfortun-
ately few authorities have elaborated on how to carry out the rewrite
process.
The writer experienced the problem of meeting lower level
reading abilities when teaching social studies relating to Latin
America to pupils in sixth grade. In each class a small percentage
of pupils was observed who had a reading ability level of third or
fourth grade. The writer never found material for the pupils with
lower reading abilities that was adequate to replace the text and
supplementary material of the sixth grade level.
2llost text books on Latin America have been written primarily
for pupils in the sixth grade. A few texts on Latin America have been
written for fifth grade pupils. Most of the supplementary reference
books on Latin America have been written with fifth and sixth graders
in mind.
Some reference books on Latin America have been written with
a reading vocabulary span of third, fourth, and fifth grades. The
weakness of these reference books has been that the concepts expressed
were also intended for the lower grade levels. As such, they have
not substituted adequately for the textbooks and supplementary refer-
ence books designed for sixth grade pupils.
Since publishers have not provided material to meet the problem,
the only solution has been for elementary teachers to rewrite material
as needed, if they had the time.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
It was the purpose of this study (1) to request information
from leading publishers of reading material for elementary schools
whether social studies materials have been published on Latin America
for sixth grade pupils written on a third or fourth grade reading
level; (2) to review current literature on the process of rewriting
textbook and supplementary reading material for pupils with a read-
ing ability lower than their assigned grade; (3) to select the best
features of the various rewrite processes suggested by authorities;
(4-) to review literature on the formation of controlled vocabularies
for third and fourth grade reading levels; (5) to develop consoli-
dated vocabularies for both third and fourth grade reading levels;
(6) to utilize the criteria for rewriting material and one of the
consolidated controlled vocabularies to prepare a sample rewrite of
sixth grade material on Latin America; (7) to make this process
available for any elementary teachers interested in meeting reading
level difficulties while teaching social studies dealing with Latin
America.
DEFINITIONS OF TEEM3 USED
Process . A process was interpreted to mean the total proce-
dures used in an interrelated manner to carry out a task.
Rewriting1
: . Throughout this report the term "rewriting" was
interpreted as meaning the restatement of previously written subject
matter, which was written for one level, in a simplified form for
readers of a lower reading level.
Social studies material . Social studies material was inter-
preted as selected written matter on history, geography, economics,
anthropology, sociology, and religion written for elementary pupils.
Latin America
. Latin America was interpreted to include all
the countries, colonies, and islands of Central America, South America,
and the West Indies.
Sixth grade pupils . This phrase was used to refer only to
pupils in the sixth grade according to the elementary school K - 6
grade system.
Reading ability . Reading ability was interpreted to mean
being able to read at a reading level at which word recognition errors
do not exceed five per cent.
Third grade . The phrase, third grade, was used to refer only
to the usual performance of third grade pupils.
Fourth grade . The phrase, fourth grade, was used to refer only
to the usual performance of fourth grade pupils.
REVISE OF LITERATURE
Two different approaches to reviewing literature on the topic
of this report were made. The first approach was concerned with all
the procedures used in rewriting social studies material. The second
approach was concerned specifically with one aspect of rewriting social
studies material — the use of a controlled vocabulary.
>Iany authorities on social studies and reading have made one
sentence statements that one way of solving difficulties of lower level
reading abilities is by rewriting the reading material. Only a few
authorities have offered any suggestions on how this can be done.
5In a co-operative work Mams, Gray, and Reese suggested that
in some cases it may be desirable to rewrite materials: "In some cases
it may be desirable to rewrite or paraphrase a selection in which a
pupil has displayed interest but which is too difficult for him."1
These same authors recommended that when rewriting or paraphrasing
the vocabulary and sentence structure be simplified.
The most informative discussion of rewriting material discov-
ered by the writer was prepared by Benbrook. 2 She offered many valuable
suggestions for the rewriting process. She developed criteria for
writing informative material for retarded readers. Based on the cri-
teria she prepared a sample set of material. The sample was not in-
cluded in her article, but she included an analysis of her own exper-
ience in trying to write a sample set of material according to the
criteria. Next she narrated the results of a tryout of the material
with a group of retarded readers. And finally she summarized an
appraisal of her criteria and the sample set of material. The
appraisal was made by a jury composed of forty fifth and sixth grade
classroom teachers, thirty-three elementary school teachers of
remedial reading, and twenty-seven children's librarians from public
schools and public libraries.
^Fay Adams, Lillian Gray, and Dora Reese, Teaching Children
to Read (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 19^-9), p. 55C
2Joyce Benbrook, "Criteria for Writing Informative Material




6Benbrook's criteria were summarized as follows:
1. Determine the kind of information that retarded readers
want and need.
2. Determine the reading levels of the potential readers.
3. By listening to potential readers determine their vocab-
ulary and language patterns.
^. Before beginning to write, determine the purpose for writ-
ing.
5. Kake flexible plans for writing.
6. Use familiar short words when they express ideas as well
as longer, uncommon words.
7. Avoid unnecessary words.
8. Clarify any unfamiliar words by supplying a definition or
by using the words in defining contexts.
9. Use a mixture of moderately long and short sentences. For
third and fourth grade material an average of about ten words is ideal.
10. Present ideas in a straightforward manner. Avoid compound,
complex, and inverted sentences.
11. Write as though talking to the readers.
12. Adjust writing to the maturity level of the readers.
13. Write short paragraphs.
1^. Present ideas in logical order.
15. Provide good transitions between paragraphs.
16. Avoid long introductions.
17. Use a direct, expository style.
718. Keep motivation, difficulty of concepts, and readers'
experiences in mind while writing.
19. Do not follow these criteria slavishly.
20. Revise and polish the writing.
21. Teat the writing by the Spache readability formula or
the University of Miami readability formula.
Although Broom, Duncan, Emig, and Stueber recommended the
rewriting process, they did not offer methods for carrying out the
process.
The teacher will often find that the children's difficulties
make necessary her supplementing textbooks with materials that
she constructs or prepares with the aid of the children. These
supplementary reading materials should deal with the concepts
and with the vocabulary of the textbook presentation to which
they are related. *
In another co-operative work Burton, Baker, and Kemp suggested
that standard word lists be used for rewriting materials in all subjects.
They did not suggest procedures for the rewriting process.
In a study of readability Gray brings together in one article
an analysis of vocabulary studies and several studies of other factors
2
-•-Mybert Eustace Broom, Mary Alice Allen Duncan, Dorothy Emig,
and Josephine Stueber, Effective Reading Instruction (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company Inc., 1951). p. 92.
2
iOlliara Henry Burton, Clara Belle Baker, and Grace K. Kemp,
Reading in Child Development (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-Merrill Company,
Inc., 1956), p. 303.
8that contribute to readability. "- When commenting on previous studies
he emphasized that vocabulary control in itself does not solve read-
ing problems for slow readers. He maintained that many other factors
must be considered along with vocabulary. Those factors were the
number of running words, the percentage of different words, the per-
centage of hard words, the percentage of polysyllabic words, the
weighted measure of vocabulary difficulty, the number of abstract words,
the number of affixed morphemes, the percentage of prepositional phrases,
the percentage of indeterminate clauses, the number of simple sentences,
the average sentence length, the number of personal pronouns, the number
of words expressing human interest, the percentage of colorful words,
the number of words representing fundamental life experiences, and the
number of words usually learned early in life.
Gray and Reese agreed that current content books offer diffi-
culties to all students because of too many concepts with too few
explanations
:
Content books often overwhelm the child by presenting too many
concepts with too few explanations. One geography book, for
example, actually contains 200 new terms in one section. These
are introduced with machine-gun rapidity and are given little or
no development or clarification.
^
tfhen writing on the scarcity of suitable books for pupils with
^-William S. Gray, "Progress in the Study of Readability," The
Elementary School Journal , ^7:^91-4-99, May, 19*7.
Tiillian Gray and Dora Reese, Teaching Children to Read (New
York; The Ronald Press Company, 1957), p. 377.
9lower reading ability, Harris advised that teachers rely largely on
materials prepared by themselves. He suggested that in rewriting the
teacher make each unit short enough so that it can be finished within
one period, that each article have a brief introductory statement to
give pupils suggestions about the way the selection should be read,
that each article end with questions which may be answered in writing
or orally, that the style be simple and straightforward, that compound
and complex sentences be used in moderation, that the level of complex-
ity should suit the reading level of the intended readers, that repu-
table controlled vocabularies be used, that generally an easy word be
used in place of a more difficult synonym, that some unusual or diffi-
cult words are permissible.
Jarolimek highly recommended and enumerated the rewrite proce-
2dures developed by Joyce Benbrook as listed above.
In giving advice for original writings in social studies Junell
offered suggestions which could be considered helpful in rewriting
social studies materials. He advised that sentences be short and that
generally phrases and clauses be eliminated. He further suggested that
average sentences consist of eight or ten words, that the longest sen-
tences be limited to seventeen words, that vocabulary be based on
Albert J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability (New York:
David McKay Company, Inc., 1961) pp. 500-501.
2
John Jarolimek, Social Studies in Elementary Education (New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1959), pp. 121-122.
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reputable word lists, that paragraphs be kept short, that hazy and
cloudy sentences be avoided, that topic sentences be sharp and be
placed as often as possible at the beginning of each paragraph, that
concepts be limited to the pupil's level. He warned that the concepts
of geographic distance and time are difficult. For time concepts he
suggested the use of such phrases as "Many years ago", "Long, long ago",
and "During the time of the Indians". Finally Junell advised that the
writer stay as close to the world that the reader is familiar with or
the writer will lose him, and that the fourth grade reader is not ready
for distant flights into the past or philosophical interpretations of
the present.^
Michaelis promoted the idea of rewriting social studies mater-
ial for pupils with lower levels of reading ability and offered some
helpful procedures to be used in the rewrite process:
Some teachers find it helpful to provide easy-to-read, rewritten
material for those children who have not developed levels of reading
ability that are adequate for handling standard reading materials.
Teacher-prepared materials are also helpful when material on a
given topic is unavailable. Rewritten materials should be organ-
ized in a file so that children can refer to them as they attack
problems in the unit of work being studied. Many teachers find
it helpful to prepare one or more rewrites related to each major
problem in the unit; they may be related to food, shelter, cloth-
ing, transportation, communication, or other social functions, as
well as to specific topics in a unit of work. It is helpful to
add illustrative materials such as pictures, charts, photographs,
and post cards. A simple style of writing should be used. The
best single approach is to imagine that you are writing a letter
to a child in which you wish to inform him about a given topic.
1Joseph Junell, "A Guide for Writing a Fourth Grade Social
Studies Textbook," The Social Studies, 50:217-19, November, 1959.
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Simple sentences and nontechnical vocabulary should be used. . . .
Ozmon offered advice for the writing of children's textbooks
for deprived areas which could apply to rewrites. He suggested that
material be avoided that is uninteresting to the child and is unrelated
2
to the child's life.
Consideration of Spache's justification for his readability
formula for primary grade reading materials was a reverse approach to
determining what makes for readability. Spache concentrated on the
average length of sentence and vocabulary control as the two most
important factors determining readability.
3
VJesley demonstrated that vocabulary is not the only reading
difficulty with social studies material by showing difficult sentences
compiled from a controlled vocabulary. He further explained that easy
words can express complex concepts. In regard to rewrites he consented
that removal of difficulties in social studies material by using simpler
words is occasionally helpful. As a wholesale procedure he objected
to word substitution for three reasons. He believed that the difficulty
^•John Udell Kichaelis, Social Studies for Children in a Democ-
racy (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1956), pp. 329-330.
2
Howard A. Ozmon Jr. , "A Realistic Approach to the Writing of
Children's Textbooks for Deprived Areas," Elementary English
, 37:53^-
535. December, i960.
•^George Spache, "A New Readability Formula for Primary Grade




is often in the ideas and not in the vocabulary. He was convinced
that rewrites inevitably change the color, tone, or meaning of passages.
And he felt that vocabulary is the means of overcoming barriers to
grasping concepts rather than being the barrier. Finally he pointed
out numerous reading difficulties which should be considered when
rewriting. They were:
. . .
sentence length, sentence structure, figurative language,
differences of expression, failure of the author to differentiate
between what is important and what is ancillary, abstractness of
style, lack of supporting details, and overuse of specialized
words .
1
In presenting a practical readability formula Wheeler and Smith
stressed the number of polysyllabic words as the core of the formula.
According to these authors reading difficulties have arisen due to an
excess of polysyllabic words. 2
Literature on the formation of controlled vocabularies was
reviewed from the earliest attempts to the most recent.
Housh developed one of the first controlled vocabularies for
elementary pupils.^ He investigated ten second-year readers. Using
•^Edgar Bruce 'Wesley, Teaching Social Studies in Elementary
Schools (Boston: D. C. Heath and Company, 1952), p. 283.
2Lester R. Wheeler and Edwin H. Smith, "A Practical Readability
Formula for the Classroom Teacher in the Primary Grades," Elementary
English
. 31097-399, November, 1954.
3e. T. Housh, "Analysis of the Vocabularies of Ten Second-Year
Readers," The Seventeenth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study
of Education (Bloomington, HI.: Public School Publishing Company, 1918),
pp. 40-45.
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fourteen times as a frequency, he found 419 words common to the second-
year readers. All of the words were included in the consolidated con-
trolled vocabulary for third grade reading level listed in this report.
Inspired by the work of Housh, Packer conducted an analysis of
ten first-year readers. 1 He discovered 3»54l words and arranged them
according to frequency. He did not eliminate any words due to low' fre-
quency. All of Packer's list was not used in the consolidated vocabu-
lary for third grade cited in this report. Obsolete words and words
with a frequency less than five were omitted.
A committee of the National Society for the Study of Education
undertook the formulation of a controlled vocabulary by agreeing on two
principles. First, they maintained that a controlled vocabulary should
be within the comprehension of the children who are to use it. Second,
they held that a controlled vocabulary should contain words of great-
est value to the child in his present and future reading. They consol-
idated all the words from three previously formed lists. Ernest Horn
had prepared a list of spoken vocabulary of eighty children varying in
age from one to six years. Mrs. Ernest Horn with the assistance of
kindergarten teachers of Iowa and Minnesota analyzed 200,000 words of
spoken vocabulary of kindergarten children. P. C. Parker had prepared
•J-J. L. Packer, "The Vocabularies of Ten First Readers," The
Twentieth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education
Part II (Bloomington, 111.: Public School Publishing Company, 1921),
pp. 127-144.
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a tabulation of 70,000 running words of spoken vocabulary of first grade
children in Detroit. In comparing the three lists the committee found
5,000 words in common. Using a frequency of twenty-five, the committee
prepared a controlled vocabulary of 1086 words. All the words were
inoludad in the consolidated vocabulary for the third grade reading
level found in this report.
At about the same time as the above mentioned committee was
working on its list, H. W. Kircher analyzed the vocabularies of thirty-
seven primers and first readers. This resulted in a controlled vocab-
ulary of 869 words. 2 All the words were included in the consolidated
vocabulary for the third grade reading level cited in this report.
Gross prepared a vocabulary study of ten preprimers. Using a
frequency of four or more she developed a list of 238 words. 3 All the
words were included in the consolidated vocabulary for third grade
reading level listed in this report.
A very popular study of vocabulary was made by Arthur I.
Gates. He developed a list of 1811 words which he regarded as highly
suitable for use in all forms of reading material for grades one, two,
•'Guy Montrose Whipple (ed. ), The Twenty-fourth Yearbook of the
National Society for the 'study of Education Part I (aLoomington. 111.
;
Public School Publishing Company, 1925), pp. 186-193.
2
Jbid, pp. 193-198. '
^Aline E. Gross, "A Preprimer Vocabulary Study," The Elementary
School Journal
. 35:48-56, September, 1934
.
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and three. All the words of this list were included in the consoli-
dated vocabulary for third grade reading level cited in this report.
For many years Dolch has been interested in vocabulary control.
His first attempt in preparing a controlled vocabulary dealt with a
basic sight vocabulary. Using lists prepared by the Child Study Com-
mittee of the International Kindergarten Union, the Gates list, and a
list prepared by H. E. Wheeler and Emma A. Howell he prepared two lists
of words. One was a list of 220 common words; the other was a list of
ninety-five common nouns. Later Dolch prepared a list of 1000 words
3
regarded as being the most important for children's reading. Dolch'
s
most recent contribution to vocabulary study was a list of 684 words
h.
most useful in storytelling for primary pupils. All of the words in
Dolch 's lists were included in the consolidated vocabulary for third
grade reading level cited in this report.
A combined word list of 19,000 words' by Buckingham and Dolch
was reviewed. Since the words were not listed strictly according to
-Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades
(New York City: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1935), pp. 5-20.
2
Edward 'iilliam Dolch, "A Basic Sight Vocabulary," The Elemen-
tary School Journal
, 36:456-460, February, 1936.
3
'Dolch, Teaching Primary Reading; (Champaign, 111.: The Gerrard
Fress, 1950), pp. 430-437.
4




grade level, the study was not utilized in this report.
Considerable research and study on vocabulary for elementary
pupils has been carried out by Durrell. Durrell's work has resulted
2
in two important controlled vocabularies. One was a remedial reading
vocabulary for primary grades consisting of 754 words. These words
were included in the consolidated vocabulary for third grade reading
level listed in this report. The other list was an intermediate
vocabulary consisting of 691 words. Only the words in the fourth
grade section were included in the consolidated vocabulary for the
fourth grade reading level.
Based on previously formulated core vocabularies and a study
of ten additional preprimer reading programs, Langston prepared a list
of 306 different words found in all the preprimers of ten programs and
a core vocabulary of seventy-two words most frequently used in the same
preprimers. All the words from these lists were included in the consol-
idated vocabulary for third grade reading level included in this report.
Stone, a prominent authority on the subject of vocabulary control,
3. A. Buckingham and Edward W. Dolch, A Combined Word List
(Cnicago: Ginn and Company, 1936), PP. 21-185.
jDonald Dewitt Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities
(Yonkers-on Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1940), pp. 345-3°9.
-'Roderick G. Langston, "A Core Vocabulary for Preprimer Read-
ing," The Elementary School Journal . 41:766-773, June, 1941.
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has prepared several valuable lists. Two of them were included in this
report. Stone investigated vocabularies of twenty preprimers which
resulted in a list of one hundred most important preprimer words. A
second list of 1,916 words prepared by Stone was consolidated from
eleven previously prepared lists and was designed for grades one to
three.
Sister H. Dorothy and Sister Rita Cecile completed a study of
3
the vocabularies of twenty preprimers published since 1937. Since the
practice of using companion preprimers was already accepted, they studied
several preprimers in each series. Their study resulted in a core
vocabulary of one hundred words. These words were included in the
consolidated vocabulary of third grade reading level listed in this
report.
A lengthy study of the vocabulary of 121 first grade readers
made up of forty-two preprimers, thirty-eight primers, and forty-one
first readers published between 1930 and 1940 was made by Kearney.
This resulted in two lists of 2,691 different common words listed
Clarence R. Stone, "The Vocabularies of Twenty Preprimers,"
The Elementary School Journal , 4-1:423-429, February, 1941.
2Stone, Progress in Primary Reading (St. Louis: Webster Publish-
ing Co., 1950), pp. 102-132.
3
'Sister M. Dorothy and Sister Rita Cecile, "A Vocabulary
Analysis of Recently Published Preprimers, " Journal of Educational
Research, 40:116-123, October, 1946.
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according to frequency. All of these words were included in the con-
solidated vocabulary for third grade reading level included in this
report.
Gentry carried out another study of preprimers. She investi-
2
gated common words found in sixty-six preprimers. Two lists resulted.
One list consisted of the first 125 common words. The other list con-
sisted of the second 125 common words. The consolidated vocabulary
for the third grade reading level found in this report included all of
Gentry's words.
Knipp prepared a valuable booklet, for elementary teachers and
reading specialists who are interested in the words most commonly used
for teaching reading. She compiled a list of 2,6*1-6 words most fre-
quently found in basic readers, spelling textbooks and other author-
3
itative vocabulary lists. The words were arranged on five grade levels.
The words from the first three levels were used in the consolidated
vocabulary for third grade reading level listed in this report. Words
from the fourth grade level were used in the consolidated vocabulary for
Nolan C. Kearney, "An Analysis of the Vocabulary of First Grade
Reading Material," Journal of Educational Research , ^3:525-532, March,
1950.
jLilliara Gentry, "A Study of the Vocabulary Load of Sixty-Six
Preprimers," Journal of Educational Research , ^3:525-532, March, 1950.
3
-'ifelen Bachman Knipp, Basic Vocabulary, Phrases, and Sentences
for Early Reading Instruction (Meadville, Pennsylvania: Keystone View
Company, 1952), pp. 1-12.
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fourth grade reading level included in this report.
Wheeler and Howell completed an analysis of the vocabularies
of ten primers and ten first readers. This recent study resulted in
a list of ^53 words listed according to frequency. All of the words
were included in the consolidated vocabulary for third grade reading
level cited in this report.
PROCEDURES OF RESEARCH
A first step of research was to determine whether social
studies material had been published on Latin America for sixth grade
pupils written on a third or fourth grade reading level. One hun-
dred ten publishers were contacted by letter. The publishers selected
were those who publish any reading material for elementary school
children. This included all prominent textbook publishers. A list of
2
publishers prepared by Harris was very helpful in making a selection.
When writing to the publishers the writer used the approach
of a prospective buyer. After considerable deliberation it was de-
cided that a letter written as a prospective buyer would bring better
results than a letter written as a student researcher. It was felt
that the publishers would act more promptly and willingly if there
TL W. Wheeler and Emma A. Howell, "A First Grade Vocabulary
Study," The Elementary School Journal , 31:52-60, September, i960.
TIarris, on. cit . , pp. 609-611.
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were prospects of sales.
The letter to each publisher was typed individually. No form
letters were used. Each letter contained only one brief paragraph.
That paragraph contained only one question. That question was: "Does
your company publish any social studies material about Latin America
for pupils in the sixth grade which is written on a third or fourth
grade reading level?"
Of the 110 publishers contacted sixty-nine or 63 per cent
replied in some way. Thirty-five publishers or 32 per cent explicitly
stated that they do not publish social studies material on Latin Amer-
ica for sixth graders with a third or fourth grade reading level. The
remaining thirty-four publishers or 31 per cent replied by sending
catalogs, brochures, and price lists which described any social studies
material that they published on Latin America.
All printed material sent by publishers was screened for any
indications that they published social studies material on Latin Amer-
ica for sixth grade pupils written on a third or fourth grade reading
level. After reviewing the printed matter, the writer concluded that
if such publications exist, the publishers are not promoting sales of
that material.
In the writer's opinion, an important factor was that all the
major publishers of elementary school textbooks replied either by
letters or by sending printed matter on their publications.
21
The most valuable reply from a publisher came from Essay Press.
This publishing firm voluntarily conducted its own research on the
existence of the desired material and reported the results as follows:
Our investigation has shown that there is no publisher who
currently publishes Social Studies materials on Latin America
for the fifth or sixth graders which are written on a third or
fourth grade reading level.
Based on this research the writer concluded that if social
studies materials on Latin America for sixth grade pupils written on
a third or fourth grade reading level exist, they are at most very
scarce.
The next step of research consisted of reviewing literature
on the process of rewriting textbook and supplementary reading mater-
ials for pupils with a reading ability lower than their assigned grade.
This library research began with reviewing the sections on reading and
social studies in the Encyclopedia of Educational Research . Next
Extracts of Doctors Dissertations were reviewed. The Educational Index
and textbooks on reading and social studies provided the most valuable
leads.
The opinions of various authorities on the rewriting process
were compared. The points of major agreement were selected as criteria
for preparing a rewrite and were listed on pages 24-25.
^M. Merg, Letter from Essay Press to writer (New York: Essay
Press, 12 November 1962), p. 1.
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Another step in library research consisted of reviewing liter-
ature on the formation of controlled vocabularies from the earliest'
attempts to the most recent.
Based on twenty-one lists of controlled vocabularies two consol-
idated controlled vocabularies were prepared. Nineteen lists were used
in the preparation of a consolidated controlled vocabulary for a third
grade reading level. This vocabulary was listed on pages 25-55. Two
lists were used for the preparation of a consolidated controlled vocab-
ulary for the fourth grade reading level. This vocabulary was listed
on pages 55-67.
In the preparation of the consolidated vocabularies each word
selected from a previously prepared list was recorded on an index card
and filed alphabetically. This process prevented duplication of words.
As a result of this procedure the extensive duplication of words in
different lists was revealed.
The consolidated controlled vocabulary for the fourth grade
reading level was constructed as a continuation of the consolidated
controlled vocabulary for the third grade reading level. In other
words it was realized that preparation of rewrite material on a fourth
grade reading level would require use of the words in the list for the
third grade reading level.
In consolidating the vocabularies into two controlled vocabu-
laries all fictional proper names found in readers were omitted. Only
23
the present tense forms of regular verbs were included. The various
parts of irregular verbs were listed. Only the irregular plurals of
nouns were recorded.
VJhen consolidating the numerous vocabularies to form two consol-
idated vocabularies rather than selecting one recognized vocabulary
for the third grade reading level and one recognized vocabulary for the
fourth grade reading level, the writer realized that his action would
be criticized. That action was based on the premise that a sixth grade
pupil, even though a slow or retarded reader, would have been exposed
to a broader vocabulary than would a third or fourth grade pupil. The
variety of lists utilized when preparing the consolidated vocabularies
provided words from many reading series.
While preparing the consolidated vocabularies the writer consid-
ered selecting words from several social studies series and including
them in the vocabularies. Foeconsideration of the fact that this rewrite
process was intended for pupils with reading difficulties prompted the
writer to limit the • controlled vocabularies to words related to many
reading series.
A final step in the preparation of this report consisted in
preparing a sample rewrite. A section from a recent social studies
publication, which can be used either as a textbook or as supplementary
material, was selected. Using the selected criteria for the rewrite
process cited on pages 2^-25 and the consolidated controlled vocabulary
2h
listed on pages 25-55 a. sample rewrite was prepared and quoted on
pages 67-70.
CRITERIA FOR THE REWRITE PROCESS
Selection of criteria for the rewrite process was based pri-
marily on the major points of agreement by authorities on the rewrite
process. Those criteria selected viere as follows:
1. Determine the need for a rewrite.
2. Determine what material is important enough to rewrite.
3. Before beginning to rewrite determine the purpose for
writing.
^. Make flexible plans for writing.
5. Use the consolidated controlled vocabulary for the approp-
riate reading level.
6. Avoid unnecessary words and figurative language.
7. Use familiar short words when they express ideas as well as
longer, uncommon words.
8. Do not hesitate to use words not included in a controlled
vocabulary when necessary.
9. Clarify words not found in a controlled vocabulary by sup-
plying a definition or by using the words in defining
contexts.
10. Earmark words not taken from a controlled vocabulary for
the teacher to introduce.
25
11. Use a mixture of moderately long and short sentences.
12. An average sentence length of about ten words is ideal.
13. Sentence length should not exceed seventeen words.
14. Avoid complex, compound, and inverted sentences.
15. Keep prepositional phrases to a minimum.
16. Do everything possible to preserve the original concepts.
17. Present ideas in a logical order.
18. Write short paragraphs.
19. Provide a flowing transition between paragraphs.
20. As often as possible make the first sentence of a paragraph
the topic sentence.
21. Kake the introductory paragraph brief.
22. Revise and polish the rewrite while comparing it with the
original.
23. /Jhen using a rewrite with pupils be alert to make changes
when improvement seems to be necessary.
24. Finally do not follow these criteria slavishly.
A CONTROLLED VOCABULARY FOR THIRD
GRADE READING LEVEL
As stated in Procedures of Research a controlled vocabulary for
sixth grade pupils with a third grade reading ability was prepared by
consolidating nineteen lists of controlled vocabulary. In the Review of
Literature a statement of acknowledgment was made for the use of each
vocabulary used in this process of consolidation. The resulting
26













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A CONTROLLED VOCABULARY FOR FOURTH
GRADE READIIiG LEVEL
In addition to the controlled vocabulary for sixth grade pupils
with a third grade reading level an additional vocabulary for sixth
56
grade pupils with a fourth grade reading level was prepared by consol-
idating two lists of controlled vocabulary for this level. In the Review
of Literature a statement of acknowledgment was made for the use of each
vocabulary used in the process of consolidation, iords included in the
vocabulary for third grade reading level were not included in the vocab-
ulary for fourth grade reading level. The results of this consolidation





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Based on the selected procedures for rewriting social studies
material cited on pages 2^-25 and on the consolidated controlled vocab-
ulary listed on pages 26-55 a rewrite was prepared. The selection used
was from a recent popular book on Brazil. The book was written for the
purpose of serving either as a text or as supplementary material. The
book was intended primarily for pupils in the fifth and sixth grades.
The selection selected for the rewrite was quoted in its original
form. This was followed by a rewrite of that selection.
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Transportation. On the economic front, one of the major chal-
lenges for Brazil is the need for better transportation. Indus-
trial growth would enable Brazil to make use of the abundance of
natural resources and improve the standard of living of the people.
Yet such industrial growth will be difficult without better means
of transporting raw materials and manufactured goods.
Until recently 91 per cent of the railways and 75 per cent of
the roads in Brazil have been concentrated in the narrow belt on
the east coast. Even on the coast, railroad service has not been
extensive enough. For lack of transportation, Rio de Janeiro has
frequently suffered from shortages of some foods while crops were
rotting in the interior 100 miles away.
Traffic between coastal cities has been largely by sea, and
there has been little change or improvement in shipping facilities
since colonial times. Ports and dock equipment are completely
out-of-date.
Some people feel that Brazil will never develop an extensive
railroad system, but will zoom ahead into the air age. The growth
of air facilities lias been spectacular. With immense distances and
impenetrable jungles to cross, air travel is often the most prac-
tical way to get around. No major country can boast of a better
record of progress in the aviation field. Today there are more
than 1,100 airports in Brazil. Many airlines provide transportation
to Europe and connect previously isolated regions within the country.
Businessmen and government officials shuttle back and forth on the
two and one-half hour plane trip between Rio de Janeiro, the old
capital, and Brazilia.
To President Kubitschek, must go the credit of finally getting
a highway program started. In the mid-1950 's when construction
was begun on Brasilia, there were still less than 300,000 miles of
highways in the country. Three-quarters of these were no more than
primitive paths which could not be used by motor vehicles. Since
the great majority of the people never traveled on anything except
their own feet, an ox or a mule, there was little incentive for
building roads.
But the construction of Brasilia spurred the development of
highways into the interior where none had ever existed before. More
than 5.000 miles of roads were built to link the new capital to ,
other major cities such as Sao Paulo, Belo Horizonte, and 3elem.
Marion Gartler and George L. Hall, Understanding Brazil
(River Forest, Illinois: Laidlaw Brothers, 1962), pp. 53-55.
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A rewrite of the selection quoted above was prepared as follows:
Transportation. Transportation means hauling things from one
place to another place. Cars, trucks, trains, ships, and airplanes are
used in transportation. Transportation helps to haul things made in
factories. It helps to haul things grown on farms. Things made in
factories and grown on farms are called products. Transportation helps
people who live far away from the factories and farms to buy those
products. This gives more people work. It gives more people more
money. Then people can have better ways of living.
I-Iaking and selling more and more is called industrial growth.
Transportation helps industrial growth. .
Brazil needs better transportation. Until recently most of the
roads in 3razil were on the land along the east coast. Even on the
east coast the railroads have been too few. Because of too little
transportation people in Rio de Janeiro often do not have enough food.
At the same time much food is spoiling in fields on farms 100 miles away.
Transportation between cities on the east coast is mostly by
ship. Men in 3razil load and empty ships as they did years ago. They
do not use many of the new ways of loading and emptying ships.
Some people think that Brazil will never have a large number of
good railroads. Instead they think that Brazil will have many good
airplanes. Brazil has been buying more 'and more airplanes. No other
country in South America has bought so many airplanes in so short a time.
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Airplanes can fly in an easy way over the jungles of Brazil. Jungles
are places with much rain, much heat, many trees, and many
thick vines.
Today there are more than 1,100 airports in Brazil. Airplanes
fly to all parts of Brazil. .They fly to other countries.
Men in busi-
ness and men helping to rule the country travel by airplane. It
takes
only two and one-half hours to fly from Rio.de Janeiro to
Brasilia.
President Kubitschek did the most to build roads for Brazil.
In the 1950' s there were less than 300,000 miles of roads
in the country.
Host of the roads were only narrow, rough paths. The
people did not
wish for better roads. Either they walked, or they rode on
mules or
oxen.
After the city of Brasilia was built, there was more need for
better roads. So more than 5,000 miles of roads were built. They
joined Brasilia to other big cities. Sao Paulo, Belo Horizonte, and
Belem were three of the cities.
Of necessity this rewrite introduced words not included in the
controlled vocabulary. Host of them were the names of cities in Brazil.
The new words were as follows: transportation, industrial, growth,
Rio
de Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Belo Horizonte, Belem and President Kubitschek.
7/hen preparing the rewrite, it was realized that these new words would
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Actual teaching experience and the recommendations of textbook
authors prompted the writer's selection of this topic.
It was the purpose of this study (1) to request information
from leading publishers of reading material for elementary schools
whether social studies materials have been published on Latin America
for sixth grade pupils written on a third or fourth grade reading level;
(2) to review current literature on the process of rewriting textbook
and supplementary reading material for pupils with a reading ability
lower than their assigned grade; (3) to select the best features of the
various rewrite processes suggested by authorities; (4) to review liter-
ature on the formation of controlled vocabularies for third and fourth
grade reading levels; (5) to develop consolidated vocabularies for both
third and fourth grade reading levels; (6) to utilize the criteria for
rewriting material and one of the consolidated controlled vocabularies
to prepare a sample rewrite of sixth grade material on Latin America;
(7) to make this process available for any elementary teacher interested
in meeting reading level difficulties while teaching social studies
dealing with Latin America.
Of the 110 publishers contacted 63 per cent replied in such a
manner that the writer concluded that if social studies materials on
Latin America for sixth grade pupils written on a third or fourth grade
reading level exist, they are at most very scarce.
Numerous articles in educational periodicals and several texts
2on procedures for teaching reading and social studies were investigated
to determine opinions on rewriting content subject materials.
The various opinions of authorities were compared. Major points
of agreement were selected as criteria for the rewrite process. In all
twenty-four principles were selected.
Another step in library research consisted of reviewing litera-
ture on the formation of controlled vocabularies for the elementary
grades. Controlled vocabularies from the earliest attempts to the
most recent were reviewed. The vocabularies were found in books and
in educational periodicals.
Based on twenty-one lists of controlled vocabularies two consol-
idated controlled vocabularies were prepared and listed in detail.
Nineteen lists were used in the preparation of a consolidated controlled
vocabulary for a third grade reading level. Two lists were used for the
preparation of a consolidated controlled vocabulary for the fourth
grade reading level.
A final step in the preparation of this report consisted of pre-
paring a sample rewrite. A section from a recent social studies publi-
cation, which can be used either as a textbook or as supplementary
material, was selected. Using the selected criteria for the rewrite
process and the consolidated controlled vocabulary for the third grade
level a sample rewrite was prepared. Both the original selection and
the sample rewrite were quoted in full.
